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Abstract

In most network models for quality of service support, the commu-
nication links interconnecting the switches and gateways are as-
sumed to have fixed bandwidth and zero error rate. This
assumption of steadiness, especially in a heterogeneous internet-
working environment, might be invalid owing to subnetwork multi-
ple-access mechanism, link-level flow/error control, and user
mobility. Techniques are presented in this paper to characterize
and analyze work-conserving communication nodes with varying
output rate. In the deterministic approach, the notion of “fluctua-
tion constraint,” analogous to the “burstiness constraint” for traf-
fic characterization, is introduced to characterize the node. In the
statistical approach, the variable-rate output is modelled as an
“exponentially bounded fluctuation” process in a way similar to
the “exponentially bounded burstiness” method for traffic model-
ling. Based on these concepts, deterministic and statistical bounds
on queue size and packet delay in isolated variable-rate communi-
cation server-nodes are derived, including cases of single-input
and multiple-input under first-come-first-serve queueing. Queue
size bounds are shown to be useful for buffer requirement and pack-
et loss probability estimation at individual nodes. Our formulations
also facilitate the computation of end-to-end performance bounds
across a feedforward network of variable-rate server-nodes. Sever-
al numerical examples of interest are given in the discussion.

1. INTRODUCTION

In the new generation of integrated service packet switching net-
works, there is the need to provide end-to-end Quality Of Service
(QOS) support to individual virtual circuits. QOS provisioning is
achieved via admission control, resource allocation, and packet
scheduling at intermediate network nodes along the virtual circuit.
Specifically, given the traffic descriptions (throughput, burstiness)
and performance requirements (delay, packet loss probability) of a
packet stream, the network has to determine how much link band-
width and buffer space should be allocated to it. A connection re-
quest will be rejected if insufficient network resources are available
to meet its demands. Performance analysis associated with call ad-
mission and resource allocation can, in principle, be done by using
queueing theory [9, 10, 11]. But, a queueing formulation usually re-
quires detailed knowledge of traffic and service characteristics, and,
in most cases, are mathematically intractable or computationally in-

tensive, thus not amenable to real-time processing. A possible alter-
native is to compute deterministic or statistical bounds on various
performance parameters. Performance bound computations for
communication networks are the subjects of [4, 5, 12, 15]. In these
references, the communication links are assumed to have afixed ca-
pacity. In reality, though, either theactual or effective output link
rate at a communication node could be time-varying. For instance:
• Shared-Media Links — Two gateways could be interconnected

via a shared-media subnet, access to which is governed by a
contention-based MAC protocol. In this case, the transmission
bandwidth available to the gateways would vary with the aggre-
gate traffic load in the subnet.

• Flow/Error Controlled Links — Even if there is a dedicated
fixed-speed point-to-point link connecting two nodes, the effec-
tive transmission rate could fluctuate as a result of some data-
link-level flow control or error control mechanisms.

• Mobile Links — The capacity of a mobile channel over which a
base station communicates with a mobile host might vary with
time owing to multipath fading, environmental interference,
and distance variations. In addition, the bandwidth allocated to
a mobile connection could be subjected to changes during hand-
offs as the mobile host roams from cell to cell.

Variations in link capacity would affect the queue length and delay
performance of network traffic. Therefore, it is useful to devise
bounding schemes to characterize service rate fluctuations.

In this paper, techniques are developed to compute perfor-
mance bounds for traffic flows across a connection-oriented packet
switching network with variable-rate links. As shown in Figure 1,
we model each node-link pair along a virtual circuit as a queueing
unit consisting of a buffer and a server. The service rate of the serv-
er reflects the physical link characteristics as well as other protocol-
dependent link control effects. Here, the term “server-node” is used
to refer to a buffer-server pair, and a multiplexer is synonymous
with a multiple-input server-node. Section 2 contains a brief review
of related work. Deterministic and statistical characterization and
analysis of an isolated work-conserving variable-rate server are pre-
sented and substantiated with numerical examples in Sections 3 and
4. Estimation of packet loss probability from queue size bounds is
the focus of Section 5. Section 6 is concerned with the end-to-end
performance bounds along a multiple-node virtual circuit. Follow-
ing the discussions in Section 7, conclusions and possibilities for
future work are given in Section 8. Appendix A and B contain for-
mal proof of the theorems presented in this paper.

2. RELATED WORK

The concept of computing performance bounds for traffic flows in
packet switching networks has drawn a lot of attention in recent
years. Applying the “burstiness constraint” to source traffic, Cruz
[4, 5] derived absolute delay bounds for packet streams traversing



a network of work-conserving fixed-rate multiplexers. Parekh &
Gallager [13, 14] proved that leaky-bucket-controlled sessions,
which satisfy the “burstiness constraint,” would experience bound-
ed backlog and delay under Generalized Processor Sharing (GPS)
scheduling. The problem of finding deterministic end-to-end delay
and buffer occupancy bounds in ATM networks with rate-con-
trolled non-work-conserving servers was tackled by Banerjea &
Keshav [1]. In their analysis, a different parametric constraint was
used for traffic characterization.

While Cruz tried to guarantee that “the delay of a sessioni
packet in nodej is less thanx,” Kurose [12] was interested in “the
probability that the delay of a sessioni packet in nodej being larger
than x is less thany.” He solved the problem by stochastically
bounding the traffic stream with a series of random distributions.
But this bounding technique still required the source traffic to have
bounded burst size, a condition not met by most well-known arrival
processes such as the Bernoulli and Poisson processes. To over-
come this limitation, Yaron & Sidi [15] introduced the idea of char-
acterizing traffic flows as “exponentially bounded burstiness”
(EBB) processes, and were able to derive statistical bounds on
queue size and delay in FCFS system. Moreover, they [16] applied
their formulation to analyze the performance of a GPS server.
Zhang [18] also adopted the EBB model to study the statistical be-
haviour of GPS scheduling. By introducing the notion of “feasible
partitions,” he obtained performance bounds which are generally
tighter than those in [16]. Yates et al. [17] performed simulations to
determine the per-session end-to-end delay distributions in a con-
nection-oriented network using FCFS multiplexing under wide-
area traffic conditions. Their results indicated that the worst case
delay bounds predicted from Cruz’s and Parekh’s theories tend to
be overly conservative, and as a result might lead to poor network
utilization when used for call admission purposes.

In all the aforementioned work, the network nodes are as-
sumed to be interconnected by perfectly reliable fixed-rate commu-
nications links. Chang [3] developed a theory of Minimum
Envelope Process, which, incidentally, can be viewed as a general-
ization of the techniques proposed by Cruz, and Yaron & Sidi.
While the focus of [3] was also on fixed-rate queueing node, Chang
did mention the possibility of extending his formulation to cover the
case of time-varying link capacity. Recently, Cruz [6, 8] has intro-
duced the notion of “service burstiness” to deterministically model
non-work-conserving service disciplines. In addition, he applied
Chang’s method to stochastically bound the service rate of a queue-
ing node [7]. In Section 7, we will contrast our framework to these
recent developments.
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Figure 1: Physical network representation and logical virtual
circuit model.

3. DETERMINISTIC SERVERS

Let R(t) denote the instantaneous data rate of a traffic stream. In [4],
the traffic stream is said to be “burstiness-constrained” (BC),R ~
(σ, λ), if

(3.1)

or, in discrete-time:

(3.2)

In other words, the amount of data generated by a BC input over any
time intervalT is upper bounded byλT + σ; λ can be interpreted as
the long term average data rate. Furthermore, it is proven that when
all the inputs to a fixed-rate node are BC, the output delay is bound-
ed, and the output stream is also BC. In this section, we will state,
in the form of several theorems, that similar properties exist for a
variable-rate node provided that it satisfies the “fluctuation con-
straint,” introduced below. For simplicity of exposition, we assume
thatL/v << 1, whereL is the packet size, andv is the average phys-
ical speed of the input or output link. Formal proof of the theorems
is given in Appendix A.

Definition 3.1: Server Characterization — LetC(t) denote the in-
stantaneous output transmission capacity of a variable-rate node.
Then the node is said to be “fluctuation constrained” (FC),C ~ (δ,
µ), if1:

(3.3)

or, in discrete-time:

(3.4)

❒
Remarks:
• If a constant bit stream is fed into a (δ, µ)-server at rateµ, then

the maximum backlog in the input buffer will never exceedδ
bits; µ can be interpreted as the long term average service rate.

• The outgoing link of a FC node is said to bedeterministic in the
sense that the amount of data that the node can transmit over
any time interval is lower bounded.

• As a special case, a node of fixed rateµ is FC:C ~ (0,µ).

Theorem 3.1: Output Characteristics for Single-Input — An in-
put traffic streamR ~(σ, λ) enters a variable-rate node. If the max-
imum delay the traffic stream experiences in passing through this
node isD < ∞, then the corresponding output stream will have a rate
of S ~(σ + λD, λ).

❒
Remarks:
• This input-output relationship is independent of the service-rate

characteristics. In other words, the output stream is BC as long
as the input itself is BC, and the maximum output delay is
bounded.

• Later in this section, we will indicate that, under certain condi-
tions, the delay of a BC input across a FC node is indeed
bounded, and therefore, the resulting output stream is BC.

• This theorem was first derived by Cruz [4], and is included here
for sake of completeness.
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Theorem 3.2: Output Characteristics for Multiple-Input  — N in-
put traffic streamsRi ~ (σi, ρi), i = 1,...,N, enter a variable-rate node.
If the maximum delay streamRi experiences in passing through this
node isDi < ∞, then the corresponding output streamSi will have a
rate of (σi + λiDi, λi). In addition, the aggregate outputS =ΣSi also
satisfies the burstiness constraint with rate (Σ(σi + λiDi),  Σλi)

❒
Remarks:
• Again, this input-output relation is independent of the service-

rate characteristics. The aggregate output as well as its individ-
ual components from a multiplexer is BC as long as the inputs
are BC, and their delay is bounded.

• Later in this section, we will indicate that, under certain condi-
tions, the delay of BC inputs across a FC node is indeed
bounded, and therefore, the resulting individual output streams
as well as the aggregate output are also BC.

Theorem 3.3: Queue Length Bound for Single-Input Server —
Assume that a single input streamR ~ (σ, λ) enters an infinite buffer
work-conserving variable-rate serverC ~ (δ, µ). If λ < µ, then the
queue length (or backlog) in the buffer is bounded by:

(3.5)

❒
Remarks:
• This theorem is independent of the queueing discipline exer-

cised in the node.
• The stability criterion isλ < µ, i.e the average input rate should

be kept below the average service rate. Violation of this condi-
tion might lead to unbounded queue size.

• In the special case ofC ~ (0, µ), (3.5) reduces to Q ≤ σ.
• Sinceλ < µ, (3.5) implies that, in general,Q ≤ σ + δ.

Theorem 3.4: Queue Length Bound for Multiple-Input Server
— Assume thatN input streams,Ri ~ (σi, λi), i = 1, ..., N, enter an
infinite buffer work-conserving variable-rate serverC ~ (δ, µ). If
Σλi < µ, then the queue length (or backlog) in the buffer is bounded
by:

(3.6)

❒
Remarks:
• This theorem, a generalization of Theorem 3.3, is applicable to

any non-blocking (i.e. infinite-buffer) FC server-node, regard-
less of its queueing discipline.

• To maintain stability (i.e. bounded queue size), the aggregate
average input rate must be less than the average link capacity.

Theorem 3.5: Delay Bound for Single-Input General Service
Server — Assume that a single input streamR ~ (σ, λ) enters an
infinite buffer work-conserving variable-rate serverC ∼ (δ, µ) with
arbitrary queueing discipline (e.g. non-FCFS). Ifλ < µ, then the de-
lay of any data bit across this node is upper bounded by:

(3.7)

❒
Remarks:
• It can easily be shown that this theorem also holds when there

are more than one BC input streams. In that case, the delay
bound can be computed from (3.7) by replacingσ and λ with
Σσi andΣλi, respectively.

• No particular queueing discipline is assumed in the derivation
of (3.7). Otherwise, a tighter bound can possibly be obtained by

Q σ λ
µ
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Q Σσi
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µ
--------δ+≤

D
σ δ+
µ λ–
------------≤

taking into account of the queueing mechanism in the node.
This is illustrated in the following theorem for the case of a
FCFS variable-rate server-node.

• In the special case ofC ~ (0, µ), (3.7) reduces toD ≤ σ/(µ−λ), in
agreement with Equation 4.13 in [4].

Theorem 3.6: Delay Bound for Single-Input FCFS Server — As-
sume that an input streamR ~ (σ, λ) enters an infinite buffer vari-
able-rate serverC ~ (δ, µ) with FCFS queueing. Ifλ < µ, then the
delay of any data bit across this node is upper bounded by:

(3.8)

❒
Remarks:
• Taking the queueing mechanism into consideration, this bound

is tighter than the one specified by (3.7).
• In the special case ofC ~ (0, µ), one getsD ≤ σ/µ, in agreement

with Equation 4.1 in [4].
• This theorem can be augmented to accommodate the case of

multiple BC inputs by simply replacingσ andλ in (3.8) byΣσi
andΣλi, respectively.

Example 3.1: Leaky-Bucket-Regulated Server— A leaky-bucket
type of arrangement may be used to ensure that the service charac-
teristic of a server-node is FC. Token-bits enter the bucket at a con-
stant rateµ, and the bucket can hold a maximum ofδ token-bits.
Whenever the serverattempts to retrieve a data bit from its input
buffer, one token-bit, if present, will be drained from the bucket. If
the service rate is controlled such that overflow never occurs in the
bucket, then the server is FC~ (δ, µ).

Example 3.2: Sinusoidal Link — Suppose that the bit rateC(t) of
the output link of a communication node varies sinusoidally with
time:

(3.9)
Then,

(3.10)

So this variable-rate link is FC-compliant:C ~ (2µ/ω, µ). In fact,
any server with periodically varying service rate can be character-
ized as a fluctuation-constraint process. Given next is an example
of a communication node whoseeffective output capacity is period-
ic.

Example 3.3: Go-Back-N Window-Based Flow-Controlled Link
— Suppose that gateway A is connected to gateway B via a perfect-
ly reliable point-to-point transmission link which has a fixed raw
speed ofsbits/msec. Packet flows from A to B are regulated by us-
ing the Go-Back-N sliding window protocol [2]. Assume that all
packets arep bits long, and letw denote the window size, andd the
round trip delay between the gateways. Then, as a result of the flow
control mechanism, the effective full service rateC(t) of gateway A
is periodic, alternating between busy and idle periods, with the av-
erage bit rateµ given by:

(3.11)

It follows that:

(3.12)

So the gateway node is FC~ (µd, µ). Simulations are performed to
determine the delay distribution of one or more leaky-bucket fil-
tered Poisson streams passing through an infinite buffer FCFS node
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whose output link is flow controlled. The flow control scheme is
identical to the one just described, withw = 80, d = 20p/s, p/s = 8.
HenceC ~ (16 packets, 0.1 packets/msec). Each of the original
Poisson sources has a mean rate of0.01 packets/msec, and is fed
into a leaky-bucket filter which has a bucket size of10 and gener-
ates tokens at0.012 tokens/msec. One token is consumed whenever
a packet is admitted. The output of the filter is therefore BC-com-
pliant:R ~ (10packets, 0.010packets/msec). In Table 1, the 99-per-
centiles of the delay distribution under various input load
conditions are compared to the predicted deterministic delay
bounds (i.e. Theorem 3.6).

4. STOCHASTIC SERVERS

The deterministic bounding scheme formulated in the previous sec-
tion is applicable to a variable-rate node whose average effective
output capacity over any time intervalT will never drop belowµ by
more thanδ. However, such absolute guarantee on service capacity
is not always possible. For example, under some contention-based
link access protocol such as CSMA, the channel access time is, in
principle, unbounded. Similarly, there is no limit on the time taken
to successfully deliver a packet across a noisy cellular link. So, a
probabilistic bounding scheme is needed for these situations. Yaron
& Sidi [15] introduced the idea of using decaying exponentials for
statistical traffic characterization. First, a stochastic processW(t) is
“exponentially bounded” (EB),W ~(A, α), if:

(4.1)
Second, a traffic stream with data rateR(t) is said to have “exponen-
tially bounded burstiness” (EBB),R ~(λ, A, α), if:

(4.2)

or, in discrete-time:

(4.3)

We develop here the concept of an “exponentially bounded fluctu-
ation” (EBF) process, which is the analog of the EBB model for sta-
tistical service characterization. In [15], it is shown that if all the
input stream to an infinite buffer fixed-rate node are EBB, then the
resulting output stream is EBB, and both the buffer occupancy and
traffic delay are EB. Presented in this section are several theorems
which claim that similar relationships hold when one or more EBB
inputs enters a EBF-compliant variable-rate server-node. Detailed
derivation of the theorems is given in Appendix B.

Load (Σλ/µ)
99-percentile

Delay
(msec)

Deterministic
Delay Bound

(msec)

0.1 96 260

0.3 150 460

0.5 163 660

0.7 175 860

0.9 276 1060

Table 1: Deterministic Delay Bounds.
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Definition 4.1: Server Characterization — A communication
node with time varying output link capacityC(t) is said to have “ex-
ponentially bounded fluctuation” (EBF),C ~ (µ, B, β), if:

(4.4)

or, in discrete-time:

(4.5)

❒
Remarks:
• In the limit of B → 0 and β → ∞, the link capacity becomes

deterministically bounded.
• A link with fixed-rateµ is EBF ~ (µ, 0,∞).
• An EBF server isstochasticin the sense that it is only the ser-

vice-rate distribution that is bounded.

Theorem 4.1: Output Characteristics for Single-Input — Sup-
pose that an EBB traffic streamR ~ (λ, A,α) enters an infinite buff-
er EBF serverC ~ (µ, B, β). If λ < µ, then the output streamS is
EBB:

(4.6)

whereζ = (αβ)/(α+β).
❒

Remarks:
• Comparing (4.6) to the result given by Proposition 5 in [15], an

isolated variable-rate server is equivalent to the combination of
a fixed-rate serverµ and avirtual EBB input∼ (0, Β, β).

Theorem 4.2: Output Characteristics for Multiple-Input  — Sup-
pose thatN EBB traffic streamsRi ~ (λi, A i, αi), i = 1, ..., N, enter
an infinite buffer EBF serverC ~ (µ, B, β). If Σλi < µ, then each in-
dividual output streamSi is also EBB:

(4.7)

where

(4.8)

Furthermore, the aggregate output streamS = ΣSi is EBB as well:

(4.9)

whereζ is a function of theαi’s andβ, as given by (4.8).
❒

Remarks:
• For N = 2, in the limit of B→ 0 andβ → ∞, (4.9) is identical to

the results derived in Proposition 5 of [15] for a two-input
fixed-rate multiplexer.

Theorem 4.3: Queue Length in Single-Input Server — Suppose
an EBB input streamR ~ (λ, A, α) enters an infinite buffer EBF
serverC ~ (µ, B, β). If λ < µ, then the queue lengthQ(t) is EB:

(4.10)

whereζ = (αβ)/(α+β).
❒

Remarks:
• In the limit of B→ 0 and β → ∞, (4.10) becomes:
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(4.11)

which is consistent with Theorem 1 in [15].
• Imagine that an EBF variable-rate nodeC ~ (µ, B, β) hasN

EBB input streamsRi ~ (λi, A i, αi), i = 1,...,N. If Σλi < µ, then it
can readily be shown that the queue lengthQ(t) is EB:

(4.12)

whereζ is as given in (4.8).
• For N = 2, in the limit ofB → 0 and β → ∞, (4.12) is equivalent

to the result derived in Proposition 6 of [15] for a two-input
fixed-rate multiplexer.

• Stability Criterion: As long asΣλi < µ, this queueing system is
stochastically stable in the sense that the tail of the backlog dis-
tribution is bounded.

Theorem 4.4: Delay Bound in Single-Input General Service
Server — Suppose that an EBB traffic streamR ~(λ, A, α) enters
an infinite buffer EBB serverC ~(µ, B, β). If λ < µ, then the traffic
delayD(t) across this node is EB:

(4.13)

whereζ = (αβ)/(α+β).
❒

Remarks:
• With proper substitutions into (4.13), a similar expression can

be established for the case of multiple-input.
• Theorem 4.4 makes no assumption about the queueing or multi-

plexing mechanism within the node. Knowledge of the schedul-
ing discipline might be exploited to obtain a tighter bound.

Theorem 4.5: Delay Bound in Single-Input FCFS Server — An
EBB traffic streamR ~(λ, A, α) is fed into an infinite buffer FCFS
variable-rate server nodeC ~ (µ, B, β). If λ < µ, then the traffic de-
lay D(t) across this node is EB:

(4.14)

whereζ = (αβ)/(α+β).
❒

Remarks:
• Since the decay factor in (4.14) is larger than the one in (4.13),

this tail bound is tighter than the one given in the previous theo-
rem.

• As before, this theorem can readily be extended to cover the
case of multiple-input.

• In our analysis, independence between the traffic process and
the server process is not assumed. If they are indeed indepen-
dent, it is possible to derive a tighter set of queue size and delay
bounds.

Example 4.1: Exponential Server — Suppose that the service time
of fixed-size packets in a node is exponentially distributed with
meanλ. Then the probability ofn packets departing from the node
in a time intervalT is given by the Poisson formula:

(4.15)

Invoking Markov’s Inequality [10], one gets:
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(4.16)

with ε > 0, andθ > 0. So, the exponential server2 is EBF ~ (λ − ε,
1, θ), whereε andθ satisfies:

(4.17)

Example 4.2: Round-Robin Polling Access — A slotted commu-
nication channel is shared among N server-nodes. The nodes are
polled in round-robin fashion on a slot-by-slot basis. If the packet
queue of the selected node is not empty, it can transmit one packet
in the time slot. Otherwise, the time-slot will be allocated to the next
node in sequence that has a packet to send. This approach ensures
that transmission will occur in any slots as long as outstanding
packets are present in the system. In addition, a node is guaranteed
to gain access to the channel within N slots’ time. (This is essential-
ly a centralized version of the well-known token-passing scheme
[2].) Now suppose that the packet size is fixed, and that the polling
latency is negligible compared to the slot-time. Then the minimum
and maximum service time of a head-of-line packet in a node are 1
slot and N slots, respectively. LetC(i) denote the effective service
rate of a node in sloti, and further assume that the packet service
time, x, is an i.i.d. random variable,uniformly distributed between
1 and N. Then, using the Markov Inequality, one obtains:

(4.18)

with θ > 0. Letting:

(4.19)

for someβ > 0, (4.18) implies:

(4.20)

Therefore, the service rate of a node in this round-robin polling sys-
tem is EBF ~ (µ, 1,β) if there existµ andβ such that:

(4.21)

For instance, with N =19 andµ = 0.08, β is calculated to be1.82.

Example 4.3: Stop & Wait Error Control  — L-bit long packets
are transmitted from node A to node B across an unreliable slotted
channel that has a bit error rate ofb. Stop & Wait ARQ strategy [2]
is adopted for error control purpose. Upon reception of a packet,
node B will send node A a NACK if the packet is corrupted, other-
wise an ACK will be sent instead. Any negatively acknowledged
packet will be retransmitted by A in subsequent time slots until suc-
cessful delivery. Assume that no more than one packet can be sent
in each time slot, and that the acknowledgment will always be re-
ceived before the end of the current time slot. Under these condi-

2. It can also be shown that a Poisson arrival process of
rateλ is EBB ~ (λ + ε, 1, θ), whereλ(1 + θ − eθ) + εθ
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tions, the effective service rateC(n) of node A can be modelled as
a random Bernoulli process with parameterp = (1 - b)L— the pack-
et success rate. Then, for anyε > 0,

(4.22)

whereC, the complementary process ofC, is itself Bernoulli with
parameterq = (1 - p). Then according to Proposition 3 in [15],C(n)
is EBB ~ (q + ε, 1, β), and thereforeC(n) is EBF ~ (p - ε, 1, β), for
someβ. The actual delay characteristics of a Bernoulli process
(with parameter0.05) across this error control link (geometric serv-
er) are determined via simulations for the case ofp = 0.5. Shown in
Figure 2 are the results, along with analytical delay bound curves
corresponding to three different EBF characterizations of link char-
acteristics. The difference between the bound obtained for general
service and the one for FCFS service are depicted in Figure 3. In
these two graphs, the Bernoulli process is characterized as EBB~
(0.15, 1, 2.16).

Pr C n( )
∆t
∑ p ε–( ) ∆t δ–≤{ }

Pr C t( ) q ε+( ) ∆t δ+≥
∆t
∑{ }=

Figure 2: Simulated vs. analytical delay distribution of a Ber-
noulli input at a geometric server.
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Figure 3: Delay bounds for general and FIFO queueing at a
geometric server.

5. BOUNDS ON PACKET LOSS PROBABILITY

So far in our discussion, the emphasis has been on delay bound
computation assuming the network node has an infinite amount of
buffer space. In reality, though, a node has finite buffer capacity,
and therefore packets may be dropped due to buffer overflow. Pack-
et loss probability could be an important QOS measure, especially
for applications that are loss-sensitive.

For deterministic server-nodes, packet drop is prevented if
the amount of buffering available exceeds the queue size bound giv-
en by Theorems 3.3 or 3.4. So this allows one to determine the buff-
er allocation for traffic streams that requires zero loss.

For stochastic server-nodes, an estimated upper bound on
packet loss probability may be obtained by applying Theorem 4.3.
Specifically,

(5.1)
for someG andη. Note that complete buffer sharing is assumed
here when more than one input streams are present.

Example 5.1: Finite Buffer Geometric Server — To get an idea of
how good the estimation is, the packet loss probability of a Bernoul-
li stream entering a geometric server is determined via simulations
as a function of buffer size. The results are compared in Figure 4 to
the performance estimates based on different EBF characterizations
of the server. As before, the Bernoulli input has parameter0.05 and
is modelled as EBB~ (0.15, 1, 2.16).

6. END-TO-END PERFORMANCE BOUNDS

Having developed techniques to compute deterministic and statisti-
cal performance bounds at a single variable-rate server-node, we
are now concerned with the end-to-end performance of a traffic
stream flowing across a feedforward network of variable-rate serv-
er-nodes. The strategy is to first identify any cross-traffic along its
virtual circuit. Then, based on the appropriate characterizations of
the source traffic, cross traffic, and communication servers, one can
calculate the local performance bounds at each node using the tech-
niques discussed earlier, proceeding in order from the first to the
last node. In the deterministic model, the end-to-end delay bound
(Dee) can simply be calculated as the sum of all local delay bounds
(Di):

Pr loss buffer B=( ){ } Pr queue B>{ } Ge
ηB–≤≤

Figure 4: Estimation of packet loss probability using the EBB
traffic model and EBF server model.
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(6.1)

In the stochastic model, to compute the end-to-end probabilistic de-
lay bound, one can make use of the fact that the sum of multiple EB
processes is again an EB process [15], regardless of their statistical
dependencies. Specifically, ifS(t) is the sum ofN EB processes
Ri(t) ~ (Ai, αi), i = 1, ..., N, thenS(t) is also EB3:

(6.2)

Finally, the overall packet loss probability (Pee) of a connection can
be estimated as:

(6.3)

wherePi is the packet loss probability at node i.

Example 6.1: End-to-End Delay Across Two Stochastic Servers
— An EBB traffic streamR ~(λ, σ) flows across two packet switch-
es in tandem. Each switch has infinite buffer and does FCFS queue-
ing. Assume that all the communication links along its path have the
same raw speed and bit error rate. Data link level error control is
handled with the stop & wait protocol described in Example 4.3.
For simplicity, further assume the absence of cross traffic in this cir-
cuit. Using the same numerical values as those in Example 4.3, sim-
ulations are done to obtain the end-to-end delay distribution. The
results are graphed in Figure 5. Also shown are the delay bounds
computed by recursively applying Theorems 4.1 and 4.5. The initial
input is taken to be EBB~ (0.15, 1, 2.16), and each switch is char-
acterized as EBF~ (0.30, 1, 1.80). The delay functions at switch 1
and switch 2 are calculated to be EB~ (14.6, 0.29) and EB~ (172,
0.19), respectively. Then, according to (6.2), the end-to-end delay
distributionDee(t) satisfies:

(6.4)

3. If the added processes are independent, then a larger
decay factor can be attained.

Dee Di
i 1=

N

∑=

S Ai
1
αi
-----∑ 

  1–
,∑ 

 ∼

Pee 1 1 Pi–( )
i 1=

N

∏–≤

Pr Dee t( ) σ≥{ } 187e
0.116σ–≤

Figure 5: Delay distributions along a two-node virtual circuit.
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7. DISCUSSIONS

Equivalence and Duality
In our framework, as remarked in Section 3 and 4, a fixed-rate serv-
er of rateµ is merely an instance of a variable-rate server of FC ~
(0, µ) or EBF ~ (µ, 0,∞). More interestingly, as far as queue/delay
bounds are concerned, a variable-rate node of FC ~ (δ, µ) or EBF ~
(µ, B, β) is equivalent to a fixed-rate node of rateµ coupled with a
zero-mean virtual input stream of BC ~ (δ, 0) or EBB ~ (0, B,β).
Conversely, a fixed-rate node of rateµ subjected to input cross-traf-
fic of BC ~ (σ, λ) or EBB ~ (λ, A, α) can be considered as a vari-
able-rate node of FC ~ (σ, µ−λ) or EBF ~ (µ−λ, A, α) without input
cross-traffic. This equivalence and duality relation is depicted in
Figure 6.

Related Concepts
Recently, Cruz [6, 7, 8] has introduced the concept of “service
burstiness” and “server availability process.” The former enables
the deterministic characterization of non-work-conserving packet
scheduling disciplines that provides service guarantees to individu-
al traffic streams. Service burstiness [6] is defined in terms of the
output rate (S) of the stream. It basically imposes a lower bound on
S over an interval of time. In contrast, the concept of “fluctuation
constraint” devised in this paper characterizes the server in terms of
its maximum output capacity (C). In general,∫S≤ ∫C; equality holds
only if the server is occupied over the entire interval of observation.
This approach decouples the server characteristics from input traf-
fic characteristics, and can readily accommodate the case of multi-
ple-input.

On the other hand, the concept of “server availability pro-
cess” [7], like the concept of “exponentially bounded fluctuation,”
stochastically characterizes the available capacity (C) of a server.
Using this concept, Cruz was able to determine performance
bounds on the total backlog and end-to-end delay in a multi-hop
path, assuming statistical independence among input and server
processes. The formulation of “server availability process” is based
on Chang’s scheme [3], which is slightly different from the scheme
we employ. Besides, our framework centers on single-node analy-
sis without assumption of independence, and takes into account of
cross-traffic.

Tightness of Bounds
In order to measure the “tightness” of the stochastic bound on pa-
rameterW, let’s define the “over-estimate factor” simply as:

=
(δ, µ) or (µ, B, β)

(δ, 0) or (0, B,β)

µ

(σ, λ) or (λ, A, α)

µ
(σ, µ−λ) or (µ−λ, A, α)

=

Figure 6: Transformation between variable-rate system and
fixed-rate system.



(6.5)

where

(6.6)

Tabulated in Table 2 are theO(10-6) values for the delay
bounds in Example 4.3, corresponding to different EBF character-
izations of the server process. In general, the tightness of the bound
depends very much on the server characteristics. We also find that,
in the multi-hop case of Example 6.1, the analytical end-to-end de-
lay bound becomes looser as the number of hops increases.

8. CONCLUSIONS

Motivated by the challenge of QOS support over time-varying
communication channels, this paper is concerned with the charac-
teristics and traffic effects of variable-rate communication servers.
Foremost, we have developed server characterization schemes that
are compatible with earlier work on traffic characterization (Table
3). In the deterministic case, the notion of “fluctuation constraint”
(FC) is introduced, which imposes a lower bound on server rate
variation. This, like the traffic “burstiness constraint” (BC) [4], is a
form of envelope process [3]. In the stochastic case, the variable-
rate server is characterized as an EBF process, consistent with the
EBB method used in [15] to model statistical traffic. Under our
framework, if all the input connections to a FC (EBF) work-con-
serving server-node are BC (EBB), and if the aggregate average in-
put rate is below the average service rate (stability criterion), then:
1. all the corresponding output connections, as well as the aggre-

gate output traffic, are also BC (EBB);
2. the queue size in the server-node is upper bounded (EB);
3. the packet delay across the server-node is also upper bounded

(EB).
These results enable the computation of deterministic and statistical

Server
Characteristics

O(10-6)
[delay]

(0.30, 1, 1.80) 2.55

(0.35, 1, 1.28) 2.66

(0.40, 1, 0.83) 3.13

(0.45, 1, 0.41) 4.89

Table 2: Over-Estimate Factors.

O p( ) predicted σ p( )
actual σ p( )

-------------------------------------------=

σ p( ) σ Pr W σ≥( ) p≤→[ ]=

bounds on queue length and traffic delay in an isolated work-con-
serving variable-rate server-node. In addition, the probability of
packet loss due to finite buffer size can be estimated from the an-
alytical bound on queue length distribution. Finally, this paper
shows how end-to-end performance bounds in a feedforward net-
work of variable-rate server can be determined by applying the re-
sults derived for the single-node case. Several numerical
examples with applications are given to illustrate the ideas pre-
sented.

The work presented in this paper can be extended in two di-
rections. First, the theoretical framework proposed here may be
expanded to cover the case of non-feedforward network, in ways
similar to those discussed in [5, 12, 15] for fixed-rate servers. Sec-
ond, it will be useful to investigate how efficient this kind of per-
formance bound analysis can be used for call admission and
resource allocation purposes. Yates et al. [17] did a simulation
study to address this issue, but did not consider the effect of time-
varying link capacity.
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APPENDIX A

Proof of Theorem 3.1: GivenR ~(σ, λ), b ≥ a, andD < ∞,

(A.1)
Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.2: The fact that each individual output stream
Si is BC ~ (σi+λiDi, λi) follows directly from Theorem 3.1. As for

the aggregate outputS = ΣSi: givenRi ~ (σi, λi), i = 1, 2, ..., N, b ≥
a, andDi < ∞,

(A.2)
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∑+=

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.3: Let Q(t) denote the amount of data (queue
length) in the server-node at timet. If Q(t) > 0 for anyt1³ ≤ t < t2,

andQ(t1
-) = Q(t2

+) = 0, thenB = [t1, t2) is abusy period. GivenR

~ (σ, λ) andC ~ (δ, µ), one observes that inB:

(A.3)

(A.4)

By definition,

(A.5)

provided thatλ < µ.
Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.4: GivenRi ~ (σi, ρi), i = 1, 2, ..., N, andC ~

(δ, µ), the queue lengthQ(t) within a busy periodB = [t1, t2) is:

(A.6)

provided thatΣλi < µ.

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.5: The delayD of an input streamR ~ (σ, λ)
across a general service server nodeC ~ (δ, µ) is bounded by the
durationL = (t2 - t1) of a busy periodB = [t1, t2). Note that:

(A.7)

So,

(A.8)

Since both integrals in (A.8) are non-decreasing,

(A.9)

provided thatλ < µ.
Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 3.6: Given R ~ (σ, λ) andC ~ (δ, µ), within a
busy periodB = [t1, t2), the delay D across a FCFS server-node is

upper-bounded by:
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(A.10)

for anyt1 ≤ t < t2. Since both integrals are non-decreasing,

(A.11)

Q.E.D.

APPENDIX B

Theorems 4.1-4.6 are derived for the discrete-time case using sim-
ilar techniques as in [15] based on busy-period analysis and union-
bound approximation. Without loss of generality, the server queue
is assumed to be empty at time = 0. In addition,h(a) is defined as
the elapsed time since the queue was empty prior toa; so the cur-
rent busy period begins at (a - h(a)) if the queue is not empty ata;
andh(a) = 0 if the queue is empty ata. For convenience, we letk =

b - a, and useF(a,b) to denote , for any functionF(i).

Proof of Theorem 4.1: GivenR ~(λ, Α, α) andC ~ (µ, Β, β),

(B.1)

Applying the union-bound approximation yields:

(B.2)

for some0 ≤ p ≤ 1. SinceR ~ (λ, Α, α) andC ~ (µ, Β, β),

(B.3)

Equatingαp = β(1-p) = ζ gives:

(B.4)

Then, from (B.1), it follows that:
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Q.E.D

Proof of Theorem 4.2: GivenRi ~ (λi, Αi, αi), i = 1, 2, ..., N, andC

~ (µ, Β, β),

(B.6)

Using the union-bound approximation, one gets:

(B.7)

whereΣpi + pc = 1. Equatingα1p1 = α2p2 = ... = αNpN = βpc = ζ
yields:

(B.8)

Then, from (B.6), one gets:
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thus indicating that each individual output streamSi is EBB. Next,

let R = ΣRi denote the aggregate output of the server. Since the

sum of multiple EBB processes is also EBB [15],

(B.10)

Then Theorem 4.1 asserts that the aggregate outputS = ΣSi satis-

fies,

(B.11)

whereζ is as given in (B.8).
Q.E.D

Proof of Theorem 4.3: GivenR ~ (λ, Α, α) andC ~ (µ, Β, β), and
lettingQ(t) denote the queue length of this server-node,

(B.12)

for some0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Equatingαp = β(1-p) = ζ gives:

(B.13)

Thus,

(B.14)

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4.4: GivenR ~(λ, Α, α) andC ~ (µ, Β, β), then
the delayD(t) in a general service server is bounded by the residual
time of the busy period at timet. In particular,
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for some0 ≤ p ≤ 1. Equatingαp = β(1-p) = ζ gives:

(B.16)

So,

(B.17)

Q.E.D.

Proof of Theorem 4.5: GivenR ~ (λ, Α, α) andC ~ (µ, Β, β), the
delayD(t) of a data bit entering the FCFS server at timet is given
by:

(B.18)

where (t - i), 0 ≤ i ≤ t, marks the beginning of the busy period.
Therefore,

(B.19)

for somex. Settingα(x - λi) = β(µ(i + σ) - x) gives:

(B.20)

It then follows that:

(B.21)

whereζ = (αβ)/(α+β).
Q.E.D.
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